ESPN’S First Take Stephen A. Smith
Stephen A., first and foremost thank you for your time taken to read my vehicle of admiration.
Too many times as individuals, entities, and as a society we pay homage to someone or something long after
the primary bodies are actually able to enjoy it.
My brother I love you, Max, and Molly whom I watch daily. Collectively you guys continue to help me
tremendously while incarcerated.
Let Max and Molly know about their tribute titled Max & Molly. Also, be sure to check out Video Gram amongst
a host of other titles.
Stephen A., you are the golden child. I hope this vehicle of homage finds you and all those that embody your
person and professionalism in a great space, mind, body, and soul.
My brother, this vehicle of respect is not only deserving in my eyes because you continue to be an ambassador
on and off the cameras.
Although we are neighbors of the same age you inspire me and so many people on the ground and upper
floors of life.
So please allow me to share what you mean to me.
As you know, like so many from our era, far too many youths were raised in single-parent homes.
Personally, I was raised without a father. Being my mother’s only son I yearned for that fatherly participation
and direction from a man.
When I was a baby my mom married a man named Alfred aka "Ferd" Phillips. This man was the only father
figure I ever knew.
Ferd was almost decapitated in a car accident when I was around 6 years old.
After Ferd's death, as a child, I was carrying far too many heavy burdens for me or any child to bear.
All the men in my mother’s following relationships to date all fell short of the bar Ferd set.
As a result, mentally I placed myself in a space that could not be penetrated by motherly love, professional
help, amongst many others who recognized the gem in me that I could not see in myself.
Unbeknownst to the magnitude of my choices as a youngster, I placed myself full throttle in these streets
against my mother’s wishes during the heights of the 80s and 90s epidemic.
After various other in-house issues I no longer knew how to trust or love so with my God-given abilities to
quickly comprehend and excel I became swift on my toes.

I took a special interest in all the big cat diaries and everything else on Discovery and like channels associated
with survival.
For me, the survival makeup of the streets started to mirror the jungle in many ways.
As you know from the birth of the hip hop era, rappers in cyphers could not just connect words like rock, stop,
and block. The elite rappers had to have a storyline and a vocabulary.
Because of fears to talk to others as a release valve for all my confusion, anger, and stress I started writing
raps with no filters.
My storylines were primarily of pain, fear, and confusion. Basically, all the internal and external issues that me,
my mother, and my siblings were living.
I studied dictionaries every time I read or heard a word I did not know or entirely understand. I would study the
targeted word and the immediate words above and below the targeted words.
I would then (1) write the words and their meanings down, (2) as we were taught back then and to date; use
the words in a sentence. To date, this process continues to strengthen our vocabularies and ultimately assist
how we use words in our music.
Throughout my life, I was filling myself up with a fair share of good. However, being ignorant to real games and
counterproductive choices I applied my hustles continuously placing myself to be in the realm in the worst-case
scenarios of our decease counts and the best-case scenarios apart of recidivism numbers.
No matter how intelligent I thought I was, literately I hurt so bad because of bad choices, which to date caused
me to be the same fatherless figure to my children, nephews, etc. that destroyed my childhood, too much time
of my adulthood, and the stagnating factors of all my potentials and dreams.
Man, in so many ways I feel like I have been the damn fool.
However, today I'm thankful to be alive with an opportunity to give back if nothing more than a healthy vehicle
of unfiltered expression as a better option than these cold unforgiving streets to assist single mothers, kids,
teenagers, and adults who share my pains and struggles.
Stephen A., like you I am not above the streets where I proudly come from. All I know is potential. Although
incarcerated I no longer feel like a damn fool.
In fact, I have removed the hold buttons off of my dreams and giving myself an Oyezzz … the same
opportunities that I gave to the block, the plugs, these unforgiving cold streets, and our wicked double standard
judicial system.
You know all too well coming from the ground floors we see our fair share of heartache and pain. We all know
you cannot do all bad expecting all good.
I admire you, Stephen A., because you have been and you continue to be a light for our culture, journalism,
reporting, and the streets.

The combination of your street and professional swag is a much-needed ingredient for so many of us.
Undoubtedly the double standards of our wicked judicial system aim to get ahold of us to forever label us a
black eye of society. Inside the lines it’s clear … rehabilitation is not even in the equation.
I know the beacon of light you exhibit daily, personally and professionally, inspires many others from the
streets like myself and your profession abroad.
Too many known and unknown you have that staying power because you keep the light of good on for so
many when all we see is darkness.
The Oyezzz family would be truly honored if you would share a word of encouragement that could be
permanently placed on our Oyezzz page to further propel your ingredient, your example, your light.
As individuals, we never know the power and profound effects our person, presentations, and being may have
on someone near or afar unless it’s shared.
I am a firm believer if no one knows how to reach the streets, the streets know how to reach the streets.
Admittedly I am no writer per the profession of journalism, etc. I simply write without fears or handcuffs as a
better option to avoid violence.
Stephen A., the same sentiments you have for Arron Rogers you are to me. A baaaaaad man.
My brother, thank you for being you and for every way the power of your being and presentation continues to
help me.
You are forever FT and like Cari Champion Coast to Coast.
P.S. Damien, Will, L Riddick, Ryan, and all you other regulars I solute. But respectfully, let me say this when it
comes to bra - lol watch your mouths!
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